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Tho heat energy equation has been solved when a non-Newtonian 
liquid flows past a porous infinite wall. Tho suction velocity normal 
to tho plat(5 oscillates in magnitude but not in dinujtion about a nou-zoro 
moan and tho free stream v(jlo(nty oscillates in time about a constant 
moan but not in direction. The liquid is taken to be slightly non- 
Newtonian. TJio heat flovv^  phenomenon ha.s been charactc^rized by tlio 
parameters such as non-Newtonian parameter R , frequency parameter 
to, variable suction parameter A ,  Eckert number E ,  and Fraudtl number 
(T and the effects of these parameters on tho temperature distribution and 
its fluctuating parts have boon studied and the results have been pre­
sented by several graphs.
1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
Lighthill (1954) inilnated an important class of two dimensional time dependent 
flow problems dealing m ith the response of tho boundary layer to external uji- 
sUjady fluctuations of tlie free stream velocity about a mean value. Stuait
(1955) studied the oscillating flow over an infinite flat plate with constant suction. 
Messiha (1966) examined Stuart’s problem for the case of variable suction at the 
plate. Kaloni (1967) and Soundalgekar & Puri (1969) studied the probloinH 
of Stuart and Messiha respectively replacing a viscous liquid by an olastico- 
viscous liquid. In a subsequent paper Soundalgekar (1972) solved tho heat transfi r^ 
part by the fluctuating flow of an olastico-viscous liquid. But in his work tho 
energy dissipation term seems to be incorrect. So the same problem has been 
solved by Mishra & Acharya (1973) and they have made elaborate discussions 
of th(5 heat flow characteristics.
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"Hui aim of this papor is to Bolvo tho heat energy equation when a non-No\N- 
Ionian liquid flows past a porous infinite wall. In an earlier paper th(i pri^ sent 
authors (1974) havts obtained the (expression for the velocity distribution due*, to 
1h(i fluctuating flow of a non-N(iwtonian fluid past a porous flat plat(^  witli tinie- 
viirying suction and tho same expression for the velocity fi(dd has been us(‘-d in 
tli(‘. heat on(U’gy equation of this papor. Tho non-N(5Wtonian liquid model luis 
IxKUX described in tho same paper in detail and therefore, we do not repeat the 
same hero.
2. Mathematical Analysis
In this prolilom Z'-axis is chosen along the two-dimensional infinite wall and 
7'-axis perpendicular to it. Under these conditions, the flow is indopombmt of 
x\ Hence the equations of heat energy can bo written as
, A d T  , , ,, d ^ r  ,
d y ' J ~  ’ ••• (1)
w'horci T ' is the temperature, r/ and k/ ar(». n^spectively the specific heat and thermal 
conductivity, (j)' is the dissipation function givc3n by
^ s / j  ■
Bui from continuity condition
V* —  ©xp(/co' '^)),
(2)
(3)
111 the liquid (considered in this paper
/b)
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«  =  fi(vH e oxp(i<o<)/2(i?), ••• (7)
/i(i/) =  (l-ex p (9/)){l +  p  oxp (-v )}+ 0(JR*), ... (8)
U v )  =  l-iS exp (-A i/)-(l-,5 f)exp (—17)
+7?[|(1—/S)(exp(—1?)—oxp(—A^))+P(oxp(—A )^—exp(—2 )^)
+Q(oxp(—/i?/)—oxp(—(l+A)j/))]+0(.R*), ••• (9)
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S =  1 - - A=r ^[1+(1+M*J,
J’ =  ^+2(1-/Sf)
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( 10)
and (T, E  are rosopetiveiy tlio Prandtl mrnibor and Eckort niimlx^ r. It is assumed 
that there is no lieat transfer betwcnni the jflnid and the wall, which load to the 
following boundary conditions
d T
dr/
Wo take
=  0 at 9/ =  0 and T -- 0 at 9; — 00.
T { v ,l )  =  T f^(7j)+eoxp {iw t)T i(r]).
01)
(12)
For tho hoat transfer problem we tak(? the terms up to first power of i? in eq.(7). 
Substituting eqs. (7) and (12) into eq. ((>) and comparing harmonic terms and 
neglecting coefficiemts of we obtain
Boundary conditions (11) now reduce to 
~  0 at ^
T n ^ O  as 7/ —
Solutions of eqs. (13) and (14) subject to boundary conditions (15) are
"  ICO J
M >  0
(13)
(14)
(15)
^0 2( a - 2^ ( r r - 3) - H  exp (-2y )
+(<r-2)i?exp(-3^)]. ... (16)
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2Ai<T(2cr-^(rE—cr)E A cr^E
[ (2 exp (—TOi^)-mj exp (3 exp(-m i7?)
- n i l  «xp(-3^ )) j
'' (2 o x p (-m ji/)-m i o x p (-2 j/) )+
(3 exp (—m|iy)—TOj e x p (-3 ^ ))]
3) X
-1-^ {25(1—i?)+ fi(l—2P—20)H(1+A) exp(—TOji/)—nil exp(—l-|-ft) }^
2(H-A)e+ 2 | {(2+A )exp{-T O ii/)-m iexp(-{2+% )}l, ... (17)
w}i,ore
. . - twcr n o^=r.4-2cr-----  ^ : C =  9 -3 o - -   ^ ,
A =  (l+A)2-(r(l+fe). twcr
ilf ^  (2+hY-<r(2-\ A ) - - " J  ,
m i=  ^o-|l +  ( l+ ^ ‘")*J ; Wi =  i { l + ( l  +  ^ ) * } -
Wo can now write
T  =  To+eexp(ia)l)(Tir+*7’ji), (18)
where Tir and Tj< are the real and imaginary parts o f T j. The numerical com- 
1)utation has been made to draw the graphs for Tjr, T ii-
3. DisctrssiON
Figure 1 shows that the non-Newtonian parameter R decreases the tempera- 
Inrc at any point. In  a thin liquid layer near the plate the temperature increases 
very rapidly and then asymptotically falls.
Figure 2 shows that for low values o f a>, the temperature becomes negative 
hear the plate and very sharply increases in a very thin liquid layer and beyond
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this layer the temperature also sharply falls. As <o gradually inoreasos, the 
temperaturo attains tlio maximum value at the plate and then decreas(5S to zero 
asymptotically. But it is interesting to note that for all values of the curves 
coincide and then asymptotically falls to zero.
Fig. 1. Temperature distribution for different values of the non-Newtonian | jam motor 
A  =  0.5, <T = 10, CO = 10 
jE? = 2, wt =  nJ2, e = 0.2
i? == 0.0----- , i? = 0.05---------------------
H  = 0.10--.—
Fig. 2. Temperature distribution for different values of the frequency parameiei 
wt «  w/2, M *= 0.05, e — 0.2 
<r «= 10, «  2, A  ^  0,6
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In figure 3 it is noted that beyond a thin liquid layer, the cvurvos for tcm- 
])orature profile for different values o f the suction parameter A coincide and then 
t('.nd to zero asymptotically. But within this layer, the temperature at any point 
(lecroases as A increases. For large values o f A, the temperature at the plate 
becomes negative and then very sharply increases.
Fig. Temporatui'e distribution for differont values of the variable suction parametei 
6 =  0.2, w ■= 10, o}t =  7r/2 
R  =  0.05 E  =  2, (T ^  10
l^ 'ig^  4. Temperature distribution for Different values of Eckert numbers 
R  =  0.05, A  ^  0.5, wt «  nl2 
or =  10 Ctf s=B 10, €  0 .2
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J’iguro 4 shows that the temperature at any point in the liquid increases as 
E  increases. For largo valites of E ,  the increase of the temperature in a thin 
liquid layer at the plate very sharply increases and then asymptotically falls.
Figure 6 shoAvs that for higher values of the Prandtl number, in a thin liquid 
layer near the plate, the temperature is negative and then very steeply increases 
to a maximum value whereafter, slowly falls to zero. The temperature at any 
point decreases with the increase in tlxe value of c .
Fig. 5. Tom{>oraiur© disfcribution for different values of Prandtl number 
R  -=- 0.05, A  = 0.5, e == 0.2, -  10
cut =  7t/2 , E  =  2
Fig. 6. Fluctuating part of the temperature profile 
E  =  2.0, (T == 10.0 
=  10.0, A  =  0.6
n  ^  0.00----------- R «  0.06--------------------
R  = 0.10
Figures 6 and 7 are the fluctuating parts T-ir, r , ,  o f the temperature. Near 
the plate T^ r increases as the non-Newtonian parameter increases, but beyond 
a certain liquid layer the non-Newtonian parameter decreases the value o f
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at any point. It becomes negative at certain stage and then becomes zero. The 
behaviour o f is almost the same as T^r excepting the fact that it falls very 
steeply in a liquid layer near the plate.
Fig. Fluctuating part of the temperature profile 
E  =  2.0, cr =  10.0 o> = 10, A  ^  0.5
B  == 0.00-----------------R  =  0.05------------
i2 = 0.10
4, Conclusions
Tho conclusions in the problem can be summarised as follows
(i) Non-Newtonian nature of tho fluid decreases the temperature at any 
point in the fluid.
(ii) Temperature at a point near the wall increases with frequency of fluc­
tuation of the liquid.
(iii) The variable suction parameter decreases the temperature at any point.
(iv) The temperature at any point increases with the Eckert number.
(v) The effect of the Prandtl number is to decrease the temperature at any 
point.
(vi) The non-Newtonian parameter increases the values of the fluctuating 
parts in a thin liquid layer at the plate and then an opposite effect 
takes place.
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